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LHC AND HL-LHC TIMELINE
LHC

High 
Luminosity 
LHC

Today

>300fb-1  
14 TeV

Machine: HL-LHC  installation  
Exp : upgrade  Phase-II

>3000fb-1  
14 TeV

Higgs Boson Observation  
Moving towards precision era

Run1 and Run2 
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FOREWORD

Outline  
✓ QCD studies 
✓ EW phenomena 
✓ Flavour physics (aka top quark physics) 
✓ Higgs boson properties  
✓ Higgs boson as portal for New Physics  
✓ Searches for New Physics at high mass 

The Higgs boson is a fundamental scalar particle (spin 0) and its theory 
is unlike anything else we have seen in nature.  

Its discovery have open a huge landscape at LHC and HL-LHC of 
possibilities in the study of Higgs boson properties, EWSB, SM, and 
new avenues in probing new physics beyond SM  
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PUBLICATIONS
More than 900 LHC-collisions based paper already submitted by CMS for publication! 
+ the same order by ATLAS 

Higgs boson  
observation 

Higgs LHC  
combination 

Observation  
Jet quenching  ZZ VBS ttH  

observation

Vhbb  
observation

Search HH 
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PUBLICATIONS

At the 2015  “Journées prospectives” 

More than 900 LHC-collisions based paper already submitted by CMS for publication! 
+ the same order by ATLAS 
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PUBLICATIONS

Today!

At the 2015  “Journées prospectives” 

LHC projections usually are a bit conservative!

900

Sep 2019

More than 900 LHC-collisions based paper already submitted by CMS for publication! 
+ the same order by ATLAS 
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A SUMMARY IN A SINGLE PLOT
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Theory prediction
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of magnitude

EWK top Higgs
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ULTIMATE HL-LHC PDF
All hard production processes start from a partonic collision. 
Their rate is determined by the PDFs.  
The PDFs functional form and uncertainty are not predicted by 
perturbative QCD and have to be measured experimentally. 

The knowledge of the PDFs is fundamental to extract couplings  
from cross-section measurements or from kinematical distributions 500 1000 1500 2000 2500
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Fig. 63: Same as Fig. 62 for Standard Model processes. The upper plots show diphoton (dijet) production as a
function of the minimum invariant mass Mmin

�� (Mmin

jj ). The bottom plots show Higgs boson production in gluon
fusion, first inclusive and decaying into bb̄ as a function of pT,min

b
, and then in association with a hard jet as a

function of pT,min

jet
.

lead to a marked reduction to the uncertainties in the high-mass SUSY cross-sections, consistent with
the corresponding reduction at the level of luminosities reported in Fig. 60. For instance, for gluino
pair-production with Meg = 3 TeV, the PDF uncertainties are reduced from ' 60% to ' 25% in the
optimistic scenario. An even more marked reduction is found for the squark-gluino cross-section, spe-
cially at large sparticle masses. More moderate improvements are found in the case of squark-antisquark
production, due to the limited constraints that the HL-LHC provides on the large-x antiquarks, at least
for the processes considered here. In this case, an error reduction of a factor of ' 25% is found for
Meq = 3 TeV.

Next, in Fig. 63 a similar comparison is presented as that of Fig. 62, now for various SM pro-
cesses. The upper plots display diphoton (dijet) production as a function of the minimum invariant mass
Mmin

�� (Mmin
jj ). The bottom plots show Higgs boson production in gluon fusion, first inclusive and de-

caying into bb̄ as a function of pT,min
b , and then in association with a hard jet as a function of pT,min

jet .
These cross-sections have been computed at LO with MCFMv8.2 [210] with the basic ATLAS and CMS
acceptance cuts. The use of leading-order theory is justified as only the relative impact of the PDF error
reduction is of interest, rather than providing state-of-the-art predictions for the rates.

From the comparisons in Fig. 63, the two scenarios, A and C, give similar results. In the case
of dijet production, which at large masses is dominated by the qq and qg luminosities, PDF errors are
expected to reduce down to '2% even for invariant masses as large as Mjj = 6 TeV. A similar con-
clusion can be drawn for diphoton production, also sensitive to the qq partonic initial state. Concerning

113

Incoming hadron

Parton Density Function (PDF)

�fa/A(xa, μ2
F)

�fb/B(xb, μ2
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a,b

∫ dxadxb fa/A(xa, μ2
F) fb/B(xb, μ2

F) ̂σab(xa, xb, αS(μ2
R))

Quantify the precision of the PDF at the end 
of the HL-LHC running  
pseudo-data generated for various inputs: top, Drell-Yan, 
photons, W+charm, W and Z in the forward region, 
inclusive jets...  

PDF uncertainties will improve by a factor 2 to 4

Projection Projection

QCD studies
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obtained for i-th PDF replica.

In the case of the 14 TeV analysis with large number of events (> 200 fb�1), the pseudo-data are
too precise to estimate the PDF uncertainties with the Bayesian reweighting approach because
the replica distributions are too sparse compared to the statistical uncertainties. Therefore, the
PDF uncertainties after the Bayesian reweighting is estimated by extrapolating from the lower
values of integrated luminosities as illustrated in Fig. 3. The corresponding values for various
luminosities are summarized in Table 1. One can see from the Table that with the extended
pseudorapidity coverage of |h| < 2.8, the statistical uncertainties are reduced by about 30%
and the PDF uncertainties are reduced by about 20%, compared to |h| < 2.4 regardless of the
target integrated luminosity and for both nominal and constrained PDF uncertainties.
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Figure 3: Projected statistical, nominal PDF and constrained PDF uncertainties in sin2 q
lept
eff ex-

tracted by fitting AFB(mµµ, yµµ) distributions at
p

s = 14 TeV with different values of integrated
luminosities and for |h| < 2.4 and |h| < 2.8 acceptance selections for the muons. The nominal
NNPDF3.0 uncertainty is calculated as a standard deviation of the extracted sin2 q

lept
eff over the

100 NNPDF3.0 replicas. To calculate the constrained NNPDF3.0 uncertainty, each replica is
weighted by exp(�c2

min/2), where c2
min is the best-fit c2 obtained with this replica.

3 Summary

We presented prospects for precision sin2 q
lept
eff measurement with the upgraded CMS detector

at the high-luminosity LHC. We find that extending the lepton acceptance from |h| < 2.4 to
2.8 decreases the statistical uncertainties by about 30% and PDF uncertainties by about 20% .
We also find that starting from about 1000 fb�1, a single measurement would already have a
negligible statistical uncertainty and the PDF uncertainty could be constrained to improve the
precision of sin2 q

lept
eff measurement.

2.12. Measurement of the weak mixing angle (CMS-FTR-17-001)
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�10

WEAK MIXING ANGLE

CMS Projection

The world average of the weak mixing angle sin2θeff is dominated by 
determinations based on LEP and SLD data that differ of > 3σ.

4 2 sin
2 qlept

eff extraction
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Figure 2: Forward-backward asymmetry distribution, AFB(Mµµ, Yµµ), in dimuon events at
p

s = 14 TeV. The distributions are made with POWHEG event generator using NNPDF3.0
PDFs and interfaced with PYTHIA 8 for parton-showering, QED final-state radiation (FSR) and
hadronization. Following acceptance selections are applied to the generated muons after FSR:
|h| < 2.8, plead

T > 25 GeV, ptrail
T > 15 GeV. The solid lines in the bottom panel correspond to six

variations of sin2 q
lept
eff around the central value: ±0.0004, ±0.0008, and ±0.0012. The shaded

band shows the standard deviation over the 100 NNPDF3.0 replicas.
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of the effective electroweak mixing angle sin2 θlept
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shown is the SM prediction for sin2 θlept

eff as a function of mH. The additional uncertainty of the

SM prediction is parametric and dominated by the uncertainties in ∆α(5)
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Z) and mt, shown
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Increase forward detector acceptance is a key element ! 
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TRIBOSON PRODUCTION

1 Introduction

Measurements of the multi-boson production at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) provide an excellent
test of the electroweak sector of the Standard Model (SM). The triple gauge couplings (TGCs) and quartic
gauge couplings (QGCs) that describe the strengths of the triple and quartic gauge boson self-interactions
are completely determined by the non-Abelian nature of the electroweak SU(2)L⇥ U(1)Y gauge structure
in the SM. These interactions contribute directly to diboson and triboson production at colliders. Studies
of triboson production can test these interactions and any possible observed deviation from the theoretical
prediction would provide hints of new physics at a high energy scale. Triboson production also represent
a source of irreducible background in many searches for physics beyond the SM (BSM).

The production of multiple heavy gauge bosons V (= W±, Z) opens up a multitude of potential decay
channels categorised according to the number of leptons and jets in the final state. Only charged leptons
(electrons and muons) are considered in the studies. In this document we focus on the production of
W±W±W⌥, W±W⌥Z or W±Z Z where at most one boson decays hadronically: W±W±W⌥ ! `±⌫`±⌫`⌥⌫,
W±W±W⌥ ! `±⌫`±⌫ j j, W±W⌥Z ! `±⌫`⌥⌫`+`�, W±W⌥Z ! `±⌫ j j`+`�, W±Z Z ! `±⌫`+`�`+`�,
W±Z Z ! `±⌫`+`�⌫⌫, W±Z Z ! j j`+`�`+`� and W±Z Z ! `±⌫`+`� j j, with ` = e or µ. The Z Z Z
channel is not included in these studies due to its very small cross-section. The leading order (LO)
Feynman diagrams for the processes of interest are shown in Figure 1. Prospect studies have been
performed, using a cut-based analysis, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb�1 and 4000
fb�1 of proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of

p
s = 14 TeV, expected to be collected by

the ATLAS detector at the the High-Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC) [1, 2].

Figure 1: The LO Feynman diagrams for the production of three massive vector boson at the LHC.

2 The HL-LHC and the ATLAS detector

In the Run-2 data-taking period, the ATLAS detector collected ⇠ 140 fb�1 of proton-proton collisions
with a peak instantaneous luminosity of 2 ⇥ 1034 cm�2s�1 and an average number of collisions per bunch
crossing of hµi ⇠ 35. A second long shutdown (LS2) will follow, after which the Run-3 will start. The
data collected up to the next long shutdown (LS3) will amount to ⇠ 300 fb�1 with an increase of the
centre-of-mass energy to the designed value of 14 TeV. During LS3, the accelerator is foreseen to be
upgraded to achieve instantaneous luminosities of 5–7⇥1034 cm�2s�1 after which the HL-LHC phase will
start. At the HL-LHC the average number of pile-up interactions per bunch crossing is expected to reach
200 and the data collected will amount to ⇠ 3000 fb�1.

The ATLAS detector [3] is a multi-purpose particle detector with a cylindrical geometry.1 It consists of
layers of inner tracking detectors surrounded by a superconducting solenoid, calorimeters, and a muon
1 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point in the centre of the detector.
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It can signal the presence of anomalous EW couplings (TGC/QGC), and of new physics at energy 
scales beyond the reach of direct resonance production 

TGC
QGC

Channel Z� at 3000 fb�1 (4000 fb�1)

WWW ! 3` 3⌫ 0SFOS: 6.7 (7.0)
1SFOS: 1.0 (1.0)
2SFOS: 0.7 (0.7)

WWW ! 2` 2⌫ 2 j e±e±: 0.8 (0.8)
e±µ±: 1.2 (1.2)
µ±µ±: 1.8 (1.8)

WW Z ! 4` 2⌫ SFOS: 0.1 (0.1)
DFOS: 3.0 (3.1)

WW Z ! 3` 3⌫2 j 0.3 (0.3)

W Z Z ! 5`1⌫ 3.0 (3.4)
W Z Z ! 4`2 j 0.1 (0.1)
W Z Z ! 3`3⌫ 0.03 (0.03)
W Z Z ! 3`1⌫2 j 0.04 (0.04)

Table 10: Expected signal significance Z� for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb�1 and 4000 fb�1, calculated
separately for each channel.

Channel �µ
µ (3000 fb�1) �µ

µ (4000 fb�1)

WWW ! 3` 3⌫ (0SFOS) 11% 10%
WW Z ! 4` 2⌫ (DFOS) 27% 25%
W Z Z ! 5`1⌫ 36% 31%

Table 11: Expected precision on the signal strength measurement �µµ for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb�1 and
4000 fb�1, in the channels with Z� > 3.

these results further. However, it is expected that precise estimations of the main backgrounds, i.e. from
dibosons and fake-leptons, will be needed in HL-LHC data analysis, in order to obtain a high level of
precision.

6 Conclusion

Prospect studies of the searches for the production of three vector bosons, W±W±W⌥, W±W⌥Z or W±Z Z ,
in fully leptonic and channels with jets are reported. Results correspond to an integrated luminosity of
3000 fb�1 and 4000 fb�1, expected to be collected at a centre-of-mass energy of 14 TeV by the ATLAS
detector during the HL-LHC run. Signal regions have been defined for every channel separately, based on
the selection requirements optimized to maximize the sensitivity to the W±W±W⌥, W±W⌥Z and W±Z Z
processes and to reduce the contributions from SM background processes. Results in terms of the expected
signal and background yields, the significance and the the signal strength measurement are given. Three
channels, W±W±W⌥ ! 3` 3⌫ and W±W⌥Z ! 4` 2⌫ and W±Z Z ! 5` 1⌫, are expected to provide
sensitivities larger than 3� with the precisions of the corresponding cross section measurements of 11%,
27% and 36%, respectively, at 3000 fb�1.
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Expected precision on the signal strength measurement 
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Figure 3: The distribution of the leading lepton transverse momentum p`T (top left), the distribution of the transverse
momentum of the two-lepton system p``T (top right) and the distribution of ⌃pT (bottom) for the DFOS events in
WW Z ! 4` 2⌫ channel as expected from the signal and background processes at 3000 fb�1 after applying the
selection criteria from Table 3.
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WEAK VECTOR BOSON SCATTERING (VBS)

8

Table 4: Signal and background yields projections for the ZZjj inclusive selection used in the
statistical analysis and for a VBS cut-based selection also requiring mjj > 400 GeV and |Dhjj| >

2.4. Quoted uncertainties correspond to the systematic uncertainties for the Run 2 scenario
together with a 40% uncertainty in the QCD ggZZ background yield, as used for the Run 2
analysis.

Selection tt̄Z and WWZ QCD qqZZ + ggZZ Total bkg. EW ZZ signal Total expected
ZZjj 876 ± 99 11900 ± 1700 13600 ± 1700 706 ± 79 14300 ± 1700
VBS cuts 111 ± 25 2340 ± 490 2530 ± 510 456 ± 57 2990 ± 480
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Figure 2: Expected distribution of the BDT output for 3000 fb�1. The points represent pseudo
data generated from the sum of the expected contributions for each process. The purple filled
histogram represents the EW signal, the dark blue the QCD ggZZ background, the light blue
the QCD qqZZ background, the yellow the ttZ plus WWZ backgrounds and the green the
reducible background.

if considering the statistical uncertainties only. It is reached for 280 (260) fb�1 if considering the
systematic uncertainties of the Run 2 (YR18) scenario.

The expected significance for the Run 2 (YR18) scenario and for a 10% uncertainty in the QCD
ggZZ background yield is 13.0 (13.6) for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb�1.

Figure 4 shows the projected relative uncertainty in the cross section measurement for 3000
fb�1 as a function of the dominant systematic uncertainty, considering the YR18 scenario for
the other uncertainties. Improving the uncertainty in the QCD ggZZ background from 40% to
5% leads to an improvement on the projected uncertainty in the cross section measurement of
⇠ 13%.
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At HL-LHC first study  of the longitudinal scattering of weak bosons (ZLZL →ZLZL)
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Figure 6: Distributions of some of the discriminant variables for the VBS ZLZL signal, the
VBS ZLZT and ZTZT background and the QCD backgrounds from Delphes simulation and for
the ZZjj inclusive selection that requires mjj > 100 GeV. The distributions are normalized to
unity for shape comparison.

Table 5: Significance and measurement uncertainty in the VBS ZLZL fraction for different lepton
coverage configurations. The first configuration corresponds to the Run 2 configuration, the
second to the Phase-2 upgrade and the third to an option for which the electron coverage would
be extended up to |h| = 4. In the quoted h coverages, the first number corresponds to electrons,
while the number in parentheses corresponds to muons.

h coverage significance VBS ZLZL fraction uncertainty (%)
|h| < 2.5(2.4) 1.22s 88
|h| < 3.0(2.8) 1.38s 78
|h| < 4.0(2.8) 1.43s 75

considered, together with a c.o.m energy of 27 TeV. The cross section ratios s27 TeV / s14 TeV
are evaluated at LO with MADGRAPH (v5.4.2) [16] for the EW signal and the QCD qqZZ
background, and with MCFM [28] for the QCD ggZZ background and reported in Table 1.

Table 6 shows the expected significance and relative uncertainty for the measurement of the
VBS ZLZL fraction at HE-LHC, compared to HL-LHC. The HE-LHC machine would allow to
bring the sensitivity (uncertainty) for the measurement of the VBS ZLZL fraction at the level of
⇠ 5s (⇠ 20%).
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unity for shape comparison.

Table 5: Significance and measurement uncertainty in the VBS ZLZL fraction for different lepton
coverage configurations. The first configuration corresponds to the Run 2 configuration, the
second to the Phase-2 upgrade and the third to an option for which the electron coverage would
be extended up to |h| = 4. In the quoted h coverages, the first number corresponds to electrons,
while the number in parentheses corresponds to muons.

h coverage significance VBS ZLZL fraction uncertainty (%)
|h| < 2.5(2.4) 1.22s 88
|h| < 3.0(2.8) 1.38s 78
|h| < 4.0(2.8) 1.43s 75

considered, together with a c.o.m energy of 27 TeV. The cross section ratios s27 TeV / s14 TeV
are evaluated at LO with MADGRAPH (v5.4.2) [16] for the EW signal and the QCD qqZZ
background, and with MCFM [28] for the QCD ggZZ background and reported in Table 1.

Table 6 shows the expected significance and relative uncertainty for the measurement of the
VBS ZLZL fraction at HE-LHC, compared to HL-LHC. The HE-LHC machine would allow to
bring the sensitivity (uncertainty) for the measurement of the VBS ZLZL fraction at the level of
⇠ 5s (⇠ 20%).
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More   
coverage

 VBS provides a key opportunity to probe the nature of the electroweak symmetry breaking 
mechanism. Topology : two incoming quarks radiate bosons which interact, yielding a final 

state of two jets and two massive bosons  

Discrimination between ZLZL →ZLZL (sig)  
and ZTZL →ZTZL or ZTZT →ZTZT (bck)

EW phenomena

CMS Projection
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FOUR TOP QUARKS PRODUCTION

Increase of collision energy important, a 1.3 factor moving 13 TeV to 14 TeV 

σ = σg+Z/γ + k2
t σint + k4

t σH = 12.0+2.1
−2.5 fb @13TeV (where kt = yt /ySM

t )

6

Table 5: Expected sensitivity for the production cross section of tttt production, in percent, at
68% confidence level. The fractional uncertainty on the cross section signal strength is given for
various LHC upgrade scenarios. Cross sections are corrected for the changes expected by

p
s.

For the 15 ab�1 27 TeV scenario, the systematic uncertainty extrapolation is no longer valid, so
only the statistical uncertainty is provided.
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Figure 2: Expected significance of a search for tttt production with CMS at HL-LHC. The ex-
pected significance of tttt signal over a background-only hypothesis in standard deviations
(s.d.) is given for various HL-LHC systematic uncertainty scenarios.

of relevant operators and L is an effective energy cut-off of the model.

A minimal basis of composite dim-6 operators contributing in Eq. 1 was derived in [17]. Only a
small subset of these operators can contribute to four top production. For the interpretation of
the limits on pp ! tttt cross section, a different basis, proposed in [18, 19], is convenient. The
list of contributing terms includes only following four-fermion operators

OR =(t̄RgµtR)
�
t̄RgµtR

�
(2)

O
(1)

L =(Q̄LgµQL)
�
Q̄LgµQL

�
(3)

O
(1)

B =
�
Q̄LgµQL

��
t̄RgµtR

�
(4)

O
(8)

B =

⇣
Q̄LgµTAQL

⌘⇣
t̄RgµTAtR

⌘
. (5)

Since the data is sensitive only to the ratios ck ⌘ C(6)

k /L2, leading-order predictions for pp !

tttt cross section can be parametrised using new variables as

stt̄tt̄ = sSM
tt̄tt̄ + Â

k
cks(1)

k + Â
jk

cjcks(2)

j,k , (6)

2.6. Four-top production at HL-LHC and HE-LHC (CMS-FTR-18-031)
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FIG. 1. Illustrative Feynman diagrams of tt̄tt̄ productions.

and R� based on Eqs. 4 and 5, respectively. Below
we show that the tt̄tt̄ production is a powerful tool to
constrain the top Yukawa coupling.

Figure 1 displays the representative Feynman diagrams
of the tt̄tt̄ production, which occurs either through the
gluon mediation, the electroweak gauge-boson mediation,
or the Higgs boson mediation in the SM. We name
the corresponding matrix elements as Mg, MZ/� , and
MH . There are two advantages of the Higgs-induced
tt̄tt̄ production: i) no dependence on the Higgs boson
width; ii) the cross section proportional to the top quark
Yukawa coupling to the fourth power, i.e.

�(tt̄tt̄)H / 
4
t
�
SM(tt̄tt̄)H , (6)

where �
SM(tt̄tt̄)H denotes the SM production cross

section. The not-so-small interferences among the three
kinds of Feynman diagrams are also accounted. Since
the QCD and electroweak gauge interactions of top
quarks have been well established, we consider only the
top Yukawa coupling might di↵er from the SM value
throughout this work. As a result, the cross section of
tt̄tt̄ production is

�(tt̄tt̄) = �
SM(tt̄tt̄)g+Z/� + 

2
t
�
SM
int + 

4
t
�
SM(tt̄tt̄)H , (7)

where

�
SM(tt̄tt̄)g+Z/� /

��Mg +MZ/�

��2 ,
�
SM(tt̄tt̄)H / |MH |2 ,

�
SM(tt̄tt̄)int / Mg+Z/�M†

H
+M†

g+Z/�
MH . (8)

We use MadEvent [5] to calculate the leading order cross
section of tt̄tt̄ production in the SM. The numerical
results are summarized as follows:

8 TeV 14 TeV

�
SM(tt̄tt̄)g+Z/� : 1.193 fb, 12.390 fb,

�
SM(tt̄tt̄)H : 0.166 fb, 1.477 fb,

�
SM(tt̄tt̄)int : �0.229 fb, �2.060 fb. (9)

The numerical results shown above are checked with
CalcHEP [6]. A high integrated luminosity is needed to
reach a 5� discovery of the rare tt̄tt̄ production. However,
null searching results in the low luminosity operation
of the LHC are also useful because they can be used
to constrain the top Yukawa coupling. For example, a
95% CL bound, �(tt̄tt̄)  23 fb, is reported recently by

the ATLAS [7] and the CMS collaborations [8] at the
8 TeV LHC. That yields a bound of t  3.49. The t

bound, though loose, is robust in the sense that it does
not depend on how the Higgs boson decays.
Next we examine how well the top-quark Yukawa

coupling could be measured in the tt̄tt̄ production at
the future LHC. A special signature of the tt̄tt̄ events is
the same-sign charged leptons (SSL) from the two same-
sign top quarks. The ATLAS and CMS collaborations
have extensively studied the same sign lepton pair signal
at the LHC [9, 10]. The other two top quarks are
demanded to decay hadronically in order to maximize
the production rate. Therefore, the topology of the
signal event consists of two same-sign charged leptons,
four b-quarks, four light-flavor quarks, and two invisible
neutrinos. In practice it is challenging to identify four
b-jets. Instead, we demand at least 5 jets are tagged and
three of them are identified as b-jets. The two invisible
neutrinos appear as a missing transverse momentum ( 6ET )
in the detector. Thus, the collider signature of interests
to us is two same-sign leptons, at least five jets and three
of them tagged as b-jets, and a large 6ET .
The SM backgrounds for same-sign leptons can be

divided into three categories: i) prompt same-sign lepton
pair from SM rare process, including di-boson and
W

±
W

±
jj; ii) fake lepton, which comes from heavy quark

jet, namely b-decays, and the dominant one is the tt̄+X

events [11]; iii) charge misidentification. As pointed out
by the CMS collaboration [10], the background from
charge mis-identification is generally much smaller and
stays below the few-percent level. We thus ignore this
type of backgrounds in our simulation and focus on those
non-prompt backgrounds tt̄ + X and rare SM processes
contributions. For four top quark production process
another feature worthy being specified is that multiple
b-jets decay from top quark appear in the final state.
Same-sign lepton plus multiple b-jets has a significant
discrimination with the backgrounds. Another SM
process can contribute the same-sign lepton are the di-
boson production, however, it can be highly suppressed
by the request of tagging multiple jets in the final state.
Therefore, the major backgrounds are from the tt̄ + X

and W
±
W

±
jj channels.

Both the signal and background events are generated
at the parton level using MadEvent [5] at the 14 TeV
LHC. The higher order QCD corrections are taken in
accounts by multiplying the leading order cross sections
with a next-to-leading-order K-factor, e.g., KF = 1.27
for the tt̄tt̄ production [12], KF = 1.4 for the t̄t

production [13, 14], KF = 1.22 for the t̄tW
+ channel

and KF = 1.27 for the t̄tW
� channel [15], KF = 1.49

for the t̄tZ production [16–21], and KF = 0.9 for
the W

±
W

±
jj channel [22, 23]. We use Pythia [24]

to generate parton showering and hadronization e↵ects.
The Delphes package [25] is used to simulate detector
smearing e↵ects in accord to a fairly standard Gaussian-
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Figure 4: EFT interpretation plots in two dimensions. The shown ellipses are equivalent to
the tttt cross section changing by one standard deviation of its statistical uncertainty from the
projection. For reference, a curve with 100% expected uncertainty determined for

p
s = 13 TeV

is shown. Only (expected) statistical uncertainties are considered unless explicitly mentioned.
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One of the rare SM processes that is expected to be discovered/studied by (HL-)LHC runs 
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Figure 8: Two-dimensional expected limits on the FCNC couplings and the corresponding
branching fractions at 68% and 95% C.L. for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb�1.
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Figure 9: Effect of the systematic uncertainties on the expected exclusion limits on the branch-
ing fractions for B(t ! ug) (left plot) and B(t ! cg) (right plot).
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�14

TOP FLAVOUR CHANGING NEUTRAL CURRENTS
FCNC are forbidden at tree level, they occur only at one-loop level but  

are strongly suppressed by the GIM mechanism. 

1 Introduction

The top quark is the heaviest elementary particle known, with a mass of mt = 172.5± 0.5 GeV [1], and has
such a small lifetime that it decays before hadronisation occurs. Flavour-changing neutral current (FCNC)
decays such as t ! qZ are forbidden at tree level. FCNC decays occur at one-loop level but are strongly
suppressed by the GIM mechanism [2] with a suppression factor of 14 orders of magnitude relative to the
dominant decay mode [3]. However, several SM extensions predict higher branching ratios for top-quark
FCNC decays. Examples of such extensions are the quark-singlet model (QS) [4], the two-Higgs-doublet
model with (FC 2HDM) or without (2HDM) flavour conservation [5], the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM) [6], the MSSM with R-parity violation (RPV SUSY) [7], models with warped
extra dimensions (RS) [8], or extended mirror fermion models (EMF) [9]. Reference [10] gives a
comprehensive review of the various extensions of the SM that have been proposed. Table 1 provides the
maximum values for the branching ratios B(t ! qZ) predicted by these models and compares them to the
value predicted by the SM.

Table 1: Maximum allowed FCNC t ! qZ (q = u, c) branching ratios predicted by several models [3–10].

Model: SM QS 2HDM FC 2HDM MSSM RPV SUSY RS EMF
B(t ! qZ): 10�14 10�4 10�6 10�10 10�7 10�6 10�5 10�6

Experimental limits on the FCNC branching ratio B(t ! qZ) were established by experiments at the
Large Electron–Positron collider [11–15], HERA [16], the Tevatron [17, 18], and the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) [19–24]. The latest experimental limits are set by the CMS and ATLAS Collaborations.
Limits ofB(t ! uZ ) < 2.4⇥10�4 andB(t ! cZ ) < 4.5⇥10�4 at 95% confidence level (CL), are obtained
by the CMS Collaboration using data collected at

p
s = 13 TeV [21]. For the same centre-of-mass energy, the

ATLAS Collaboration derived the limits of B(t ! uZ ) < 1.7 ⇥ 10�4 and B(t ! cZ ) < 2.4 ⇥ 10�4 [24].

The High Luminosity upgrade of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) (HL-LHC) is currently expected to
begin operations in the second half of 2026 [25, 26], to achieve an ultimate luminosity of 7.5⇥1034 cm�2s�1.
The total integrated luminosity that is foreseen to be reached is 3000 fb�1. This note presents a study of the
sensitivity of the ATLAS experiment to top-quark decays via FCNC t ! qZ (q = u, c with Z ! `+`�).
The top-quark–top-antiquark (tt̄) events are studied, where one top quark decays through the FCNC mode
and the other through the dominant SM mode (t ! bW ). Only Z boson decays into charged leptons and
leptonic W boson decays are considered. The final-state topology is thus characterized by the presence of
three isolated charged leptons, at least two jets with exactly one being tagged as a jet containing a b-hadron,
and missing transverse momentum from the undetected neutrino. The study is performed in the context of
the LHC upgrade.

Based on the Run-1 search [23], the ATLAS detector sensitivity to FCNC t ! qZ decays for the HL-LHC
was studied and reported in Ref. [27], predicting a sensitivity of (2.4 � 5.8) ⇥ 10�5, when considering
statistical uncertainties only, depending on the exact FCNC t ! qZ modeling and (8.3 � 41) ⇥ 10�5,
depending on the detailed assumptions for the systematic uncertainties. In the present analysis the
description of the expected detector performance at the HL-LHC phase is improved and the analysis
strategy closely follows the one of the Run-2 analysis [24] rather than the Run-1 search.

2

2.9. Flavour-changing neutral current decay t ! qZ (ATL-PHYS-PUB-2019-001)
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Maximal FCNC decays predicted by some models 

2

prediction caused by FCNC in the top quark sector. This strategy was applied by the D0 Col-
laboration [21], as well as in the CMS Collaboration [23]. The FCNC tcg and tug interactions
can be written in a model-independent form with the following effective Lagrangian [1]:

L =
ktqg

L
gsqsµn la

2
tGa

µn, (1)

where L is the scale of new physics (&1 TeV), q refers to either the u or c quarks, ktqg defines
the strength of the FCNC interactions in the tug or tcg vertices, la/2 are the generators of the
SU(3) colour gauge group, gs is the coupling constant of the strong interaction, and Ga

µn is a
gluon field strength tensor. The Lagrangian is assumed to be symmetric with respect to the left
and right projectors. Single top quark production through FCNC interactions contains 48 sub-
processes for both the tug and tcg channels, and the cross section is proportional to (ktqg/L)

2.
Representative Feynman diagrams for the FCNC processes are shown in Fig. 1. All these fea-

q̄0

q0

t

q̄

t

q̄

q0
t

q t
g

g q q
g g

Figure 1: Representative Feynman diagrams for the FCNC processes with tqg interactions
(q=u,c).

tures are explicitly taken into account in the Single-Top Monte Carlo (MC) generator [33] based
on the COMPHEP package [34], which was used to generate the signal events.

These signal samples as well as backgrounds from tt̄, single top, W+jets and Drell-Yan pro-
cesses are estimated from full simulation of the CMS detector with realistic Phase-2 conditions,
while the multijet QCD background is estimated with Run II data-driven template owing to
the lack of statistics in the corresponding MC sample. The LO MADGRAPH 5.1 [35] generator
is used to simulate W boson production with up to 4 additional jets in the matrix element, sub-
dominant backgrounds from Drell–Yan in association with jets, and WW, WZ, and ZZ produc-
tion. The POWHEG 1.0 NLO MC generator [36] provides a model for top quark pair and single
production. Given the difficulty to reliably model QCD multijet events, this study makes use
of a data-driven sample of 13 TeV data collected in 2016, with an anti-isolated selection. The
resulting estimation of the QCD multijet background is rescaled to the appropriate luminosity
and by the theoretical cross section ratio between 13 and 14 TeV, but other factors owing to dif-
ferences in pileup, detector conditions, and some of the selection criteria are taken into account
by a conservative normalization uncertainty.

3 Event selection and multivariate analysis
The particle-flow event algorithm [37] reconstructs and identifies each individual particle with
an optimized combination of information from the various elements of the CMS detector. The
energy of electrons is determined from a combination of the electron momentum at the primary
interaction vertex as determined by the tracker, the energy of the corresponding ECAL cluster,
and the energy sum of all bremsstrahlung photons spatially compatible with originating from
the electron track. The energy of muons is obtained from the curvature of the corresponding
track. The energy of charged hadrons is determined from a combination of their momentum
measured in the tracker and the matching ECAL and HCAL energy deposits, corrected for
zero-suppression effects and for the response function of the calorimeters to hadronic showers.
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FCNC single top production processes 

4. Statistical analysis and expected limits 7
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Figure 4: Comparison of the BNN and DNN FCNC discriminant distributions to distinguish
FCNC tgu (left) and tgc (right) processes (signal) from the SM processes (background). The
requirement of Multijet BNN > 0.7 is applied.

Table 2: The predicted event yields before and after the multijet BNN suppression for inte-
grated luminosity of 3000 fb�1. The estimations for tug and tcg processes assume coupling
values of |ktug|/L = 0.03 and |ktcg|/L = 0.03 TeV�1, respectively.

Process Basic selections Multijet BNN > 0.7
FCNC tcg 646,000 434,000
FCNC tug 2,190,000 1,510,000
t channel 7,420,000 5,270,000

tW channel 1,190,000 846,000
tt 11,000,000 7,970,000

W+jets 9,690,000 6,380,000
Dibosons 97,500 58,000
Drell–Yan 1,600,000 870,000
Multijets 3,680,000 226,000
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Figure 5: The FCNC BNN discriminant distributions to distinguish FCNC tgu (left) or tgc
(right) processes from the SM contribution. The solid and dashed lines give the expected dis-
tributions for FCNC tgu and tgc processes, respectively, assuming the couplings to be |ktug|/L
= 0.06 and |ktcg|/L = 0.09 TeV�1. The requirement of Multijet BNN > 0.7 is applied.

lepton identification and isolation (1% for electron and 0.5% for muon channel), jet energy
scale (1%), b tagging (1% for b jets, 2% for c jets and 15% for light jets). The normalization
of the tt contribution is varied by 6% [52], a prior normalization uncertainty for the multijet
background is estimated conservatively to be 50% while the cross section of the remaining
background sources is varied through their scale uncertainties as described in [53].
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Figure 6: The FCNC DNN discriminant distributions when the DNN is trained to distinguish
FCNC tgu (left) and tgc (right) processes from the SM processes. The solid and dashed lines
give the expected distributions for FCNC tgu and tgc processes, respectively, assuming a cou-
pling of |ktug|/L = 0.06 and |ktcg|/L = 0.09 TeV�1 on the left (right) plots. The requirement of
Multijet BNN > 0.7 is applied.
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Figure 7: The expected exclusion limits at 95% C.L. on the FCNC couplings and the correspond-
ing branching fractions as a function of integrated luminosity.
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HIGGS BOSON TODAY

The determination of Higgs boson properties, and their connection to EWSB, is the primary 
target of the LHC/HL-LHC physics programmes 

Using the LHC Run2 dataset (<5% of the final HL-LHC integrate luminosity)  

• Precision era in the gauge sector has started (towards <10% uncertainties) 
• Switch from discovery to properties measurements using the 3rd-generation couplings 
• Focus on rare processes 

evidence/observation of 2nd-generation coupling using LHC data  
probe charm-H interaction and Higgs self-coupling

LHCP - May 23rd, 2019L. Cadamuro (UF) Higgs couplings and properties

ttH(!!) measurement

■ Both hadronic and leptonic tt final states

■ BDT based on the event object content and 

kinematics to identify high ttH purity regions
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Figure 5: Weighted diphoton invariant mass spectrum for the sum of all BDT categories observed in 139 fb�1 of 13
TeV data. Events are weighted by ln(1 + S90/B90), where S90 (B90) for each BDT category is the expected signal
(background) in the smallest m�� window containing 90% of the expected signal. The error bars represent 68%
confidence intervals of the weighted sums. The solid red curve shows the fitted signal-plus-background model with
the Higgs boson mass constrained to 125.09±0.24 GeV. The non-resonant and total background components of the fit
are shown with the dotted blue curve and dashed green curve. Both the signal-plus-background and background-only
curves shown here are obtained from the weighted sum of the individual curves in each BDT category.

Table 3: Observed number of events in the di�erent categories for the cross section times branching ratio measurement,
using 13 TeV data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 139 fb�1(“Data”). The observed yields are compared
with the sum of expected tt̄H signal, background from non-tt̄H Higgs boson production, and other background
sources. The numbers are counted in the smallest m�� window containing 90% of the expected signal. The
background yield is extracted from the fit with freely floating signal. The BDT bins are labeled such that the category
with the highest signal purity in each of the “Had” and “Lep” regions is labeled as category 1, while that with the
lowest signal purity is labeled with the largest number.

Category tt̄H Signal non-tt̄H Higgs Continuum Background Total (Expected) Data
tt̄H “Lep” Category 1 7.9 ± 1.5 0.42 ± 0.12 4.6 ± 0.9 12.9 ± 1.8 15
tt̄H “Lep” Category 2 3.9 ± 0.6 0.43 ± 0.15 7.5 ± 1.2 11.8 ± 1.3 11
tt̄H “Lep” Category 3 1.45 ± 0.24 0.49 ± 0.19 7.5 ± 1.2 9.5 ± 1.2 6
tt̄H “Had” Category 1 6.9 ± 1.6 0.8 ± 0.5 4.5 ± 0.9 12.2 ± 1.9 15
tt̄H “Had” Category 2 5.6 ± 1.0 1.1 ± 0.8 16.5 ± 1.7 23.2 ± 2.3 31
tt̄H “Had” Category 3 7.7 ± 1.3 3.1 ± 2.2 56.0 ± 3.0 67 ± 4 82
tt̄H “Had” Category 4 4.9 ± 0.8 5 ± 4 101 ± 4 111 ± 6 105
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4.9 σ observed significance 
(4.2 σ expected)

   Benefit of the full Run II datasetClean decay channel but very rare process (σ ⨉ BR ≈ 1.2 fb)
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Figure 7: The normalized fraction of events in bins of BDT score in the (a) “Had” and (b) “Lep” regions of: simulated
tt̄H signal events (red); simulated non-tt̄H Higgs boson events (blue); “Not Tight/Isolated” data events used as
the background sample in testing the BDTs (open stars); and data sideband events (filled black circles). The “Not
Tight/Isolated” (NTI) data events shown are those used in testing the BDTs, and, as such, they are required to pass
all cuts in the diphoton and tt̄H preselections, other than the identification and isolation criteria. The dashed line
denotes the BDT-score cut of the loosest category in each region.
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μ = 1.38+0.41-0.36
Updated CMS results with 2016+2017 data: 
μ = 1.7+0.6-0.5
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Figure 5: Post-fit distributions of the BDT score in the signal region of the 2L Low-pT(V), 2L
High-pT(V), 1L and 0L channels.
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HIGGS BOSON WIDTH
A crucial parameter for BSM searches, in SM c𝞽H = 48 fm, small width ΓH =4.1 MeV

Direct measurements (on-shell line shape, lifetime) 
limited by detector resolutions, the way out are 
indirect measurements (off-shell production, 
interference, couplings)  

LHCP - May 23rd, 2019L. Cadamuro (UF) Higgs couplings and properties

■ The SM Higgs boson 
width is ~4 MeV 
⟹ out of direct 
experimental reach


■ Derive from on-shell 
and off-shell production

□ with model-dependent 

assumptions on 
coupling modifiers

�5

Width measurementPLB 786 (2018) 345 
arXiv:1901.00174 (accepted by PRD)
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Figure 6: Observed (solid) and expected (dashed) likelihood scans of GH. Left plot: Results of
the SM-like couplings analysis are shown using the data only from 2016 and 2017 (black) or
from the combination of Run 1 and Run 2 (red), which do not include 2015 data. Right plot:
Results of the combined Run 1 and Run 2 data analyses, with 2015 data included in the on-shell
case, for the SM-like couplings or with three unconstrained anomalous coupling parameters,
fa3 cos (fa3) (red), fa2 cos (fa2) (blue), and fL1 cos (fL1) (violet). The dashed horizontal lines
show the 68% and 95% CL regions.

fusion (±0.2 and ±0.4 MeV), the muon efficiency uncertainty (±0.1 and ±0.4 MeV), and the
electron efficiency uncertainty (±0.1 and ±0.3 MeV).

The width constraints could also be reinterpreted as an off-shell signal strength with a change
of parameters. For this interpretation, we perform an SM-like analysis of only the off-shell
events, where the signal strength is modified by the parameter µoff-shell common to all pro-
duction mechanisms in Eqs. (1) and (10), with GH = G0 = GSM

H and the SM expectation corre-
sponding to µoff-shell = 1. In addition, we also perform a fit of the off-shell events with two
unconstrained parameters µoff-shell

F and µoff-shell
V , which express the signal strengths in the gluon

fusion and EW processes, respectively. These constraints are summarized in Table 10.

7 Summary
Studies of on-shell and off-shell H boson production in the four-lepton final state are presented,
using data from the CMS experiment at the LHC that correspond to an integrated luminosity
of 80.2 fb�1 at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. Joint constraints are set on the H boson total
width and parameters that express its anomalous couplings to two electroweak vector bosons.
These results are combined with those obtained from the data collected at center-of-mass ener-
gies of 7 and 8 TeV, corresponding to integrated luminosities of 5.1 and 19.7 fb�1, respectively.
Kinematic information from the decay particles and the associated jets are combined using ma-
trix element techniques to identify the production mechanism and increase sensitivity to the H
boson couplings in both production and decay. The constraints on anomalous HVV couplings
are found to be consistent with the standard model expectation in both on-shell and off-shell
regions, as presented in Tables 6 and 7. Under the assumption of a coupling structure similar
to that in the standard model, the H boson width is constrained to be 3.2+2.8

�2.2 MeV while the
expected constraint based on simulation is 4.1+5.0

�4.0 MeV, as shown in Table 8. The constraints on
the width remain similar with the inclusion of the tested anomalous HVV interactions and are
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Figure 3: Scan of the negative log-likelihood, �2 ln �, for the (a) o�-shell Higgs signal strength, µo�-shell (b) �H/�SM
H
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double minimum structure of the scan when the parameter of interest approaches zero is the consequence of the
parametrisation as shown in Eqs. (1).
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1

The discovery of a new boson consistent with the standard model (SM) Higgs boson by the AT-
LAS and CMS Collaborations was recently reported [1–3]. The mass of the new boson (mH) was
measured to be near 125 GeV, and the spin-parity properties were further studied by both ex-
periments, favouring the scalar, JPC = 0++, hypothesis [4–7]. The measurements were found to
be consistent with a single narrow resonance, and an upper limit of 3.4 GeV at a 95% confidence
level (CL) on its decay width (GH) was reported by the CMS experiment in the four-lepton de-
cay channel [7]. A direct width measurement at the resonance peak is limited by experimental
resolution, and is only sensitive to values far larger than the expected width of around 4 MeV
for the SM Higgs boson [8, 9].

It was recently proposed [10] to constrain the Higgs boson width using its off-shell production
and decay to two Z bosons away from the resonance peak [11]. In the dominant gluon fu-
sion production mode the off-shell production cross section is known to be sizable. This arises
from an enhancement in the decay amplitude from the vicinity of the Z-boson pair produc-
tion threshold. A further enhancement comes, in gluon fusion production, from the top-quark
pair production threshold. The zero-width approximation is inadequate and the ratio of the
off-shell cross section above 2mZ to the on-shell signal is of the order of 8% [11, 12]. Further
developments to the measurement of the Higgs boson width were proposed in Refs. [13, 14].

The gluon fusion production cross section depends on GH through the Higgs boson propagator

dsgg!H!ZZ

dm
2
ZZ

⇠
g

2
ggHg

2
HZZ

(m2
ZZ � m

2
H)

2 + m
2
HG2

H
, (1)

where gggH and gHZZ are the couplings of the Higgs boson to gluons and Z bosons, respectively.
Integrating either in a small region around mH, or above the mass threshold mZZ > 2mZ, where
(mZZ � mH) � GH, the cross sections are, respectively,

son-shell
gg!H!ZZ⇤ ⇠

g
2
ggHg

2
HZZ

mHGH
and soff-shell

gg!H⇤!ZZ ⇠
g

2
ggHg

2
HZZ

(2mZ)2 . (2)

From Eq. (2), it is clear that a measurement of the relative off-shell and on-shell production in
the H ! ZZ channel provides direct information on GH, as long as the coupling ratios remain
unchanged, i.e. the gluon fusion production is dominated by the top-quark loop and there are
no new particles contributing. In particular, the on-shell production cross section is unchanged
under a common scaling of the squared product of the couplings and of the total width GH,
while the off-shell production cross section increases linearly with this scaling factor.

The dominant contribution for the production of a pair of Z bosons comes from the quark-
initiated process, qq ! ZZ, the diagram for which is displayed in Fig. 1(left). The gluon-
induced diboson production involves the gg ! ZZ continuum background production from
the box diagrams, as illustrated in Fig. 1(center). An example of the signal production diagram
is shown in Fig. 1(right). The interference between the two gluon-induced contributions is
significant at high mZZ [15], and is taken into account in the analysis of the off-shell signal.

Vector boson fusion (VBF) production, which contributes at the level of about 7% to the on-
shell cross section, is expected to increase above 2mZ. The above formalism describing the
ratio of off-shell and on-shell cross sections is applicable to the VBF production mode. In this
analysis we constrain the fraction of VBF production using the properties of the events in the
on-shell region. The other main Higgs boson production mechanisms, ttH and VH (V=Z,W),
which contribute at the level of about 5% to the on-shell signal, are not expected to produce a
significant off-shell contribution as they are suppressed at high mass [8, 9]. They are therefore
neglected in the off-shell analysis.
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Vector boson fusion (VBF) production, which contributes at the level of about 7% to the on-
shell cross section, is expected to increase above 2mZ. The above formalism describing the
ratio of off-shell and on-shell cross sections is applicable to the VBF production mode. In this
analysis we constrain the fraction of VBF production using the properties of the events in the
on-shell region. The other main Higgs boson production mechanisms, ttH and VH (V=Z,W),
which contribute at the level of about 5% to the on-shell signal, are not expected to produce a
significant off-shell contribution as they are suppressed at high mass [8, 9]. They are therefore
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# < 14.4 MeV (15.2 exp.) @ 95% C.L. 
Run 2, H → ZZ* → 4ℓ + 2ℓ2$

# < 9.16 MeV (13.7 exp.) @ 95% C.L. 
Run1 + Run2, H → ZZ* → 4ℓ Starting to also place 

a lower bound on # !

Precision ~8-22xSM Precision ~25%
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Per-cent level precision on most Higgs couplings, theory becomes the dominant systematics 

HIGGS BOSON COUPLINGS
Consider coupling modifiers  
Here: effective coupling modifiers (loops in γ, g and Zγ coupling not resolved) 
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Figure 1. Projected uncertainties on ki, combining
ATLAS and CMS: total (grey box), statistical (blue),
experimental (green) and theory (red). From Ref. [2].

These coupling measurements assume the absence of sizable
additional contributions to GH . As recently suggested, the patterns
of quantum interference between background and Higgs-mediated
production of photon pairs or four leptons are sensitive to GH .
Measuring the off-shell four-fermion final states, and assuming
the Higgs couplings to gluons and ZZ evolve off-shell as in the
SM, the HL-LHC will extract GH with a 20% precision at 68% CL.
Furthermore, combining all Higgs channels, and with the sole
assumption that the couplings to vector bosons are not larger than
the SM ones (kV  1), will constrain GH with a 5% precision at
95% CL. Invisible Higgs boson decays will be searched for at
HL-LHC in all production channels, VBF being the most sensitive.
The combination of ATLAS and CMS Higgs boson coupling mea-
surements will set an upper limit on the Higgs invisible branching
ratio of 2.5%, at the 95% CL. The precision reach in the mea-
surements of ratios will be at the percent level, with particularly
interesting measurements of kg/kZ, which serves as a probe of
new physics entering the H ! gg loop, can be measured with an
uncertainty of 1.4%, and kt/kg, which serves as probe of new
physics entering the gg ! H loop, with a precision of 3.4%.

A summary of the limits obtained on first and second gen-
eration quarks from a variety of observables is given in Fig. 2
(left). It includes: (i) HL-LHC projections for exclusive decays of
the Higgs into quarkonia; (ii) constraints from fits to differential
cross sections of kinematic observables (in particular pT); (iii)
constraints on the total width GH relying on different assumptions
(the examples given in the Fig. 2 (left) correspond to a projected limit of 200 MeV on the total width from the mass shift
from the interference in the diphoton channel between signal and continuous background and the constraint at 68% CL on the
total width from off-shell couplings measurements of 20%); (iv) a global fit of Higgs production cross sections (yielding the
constraint of 5% on the width mentioned herein); and (v) the direct search for Higgs decays to cc using inclusive charm tagging
techniques. Assuming SM couplings, the latter is expected to lead to the most stringent upper limit of kc / 2. A combination of
ATLAS, CMS and LHCb results would further improve this constraint to kc / 1.

The Run 2 experience in searches for Higgs pair production led to a reappraisal of the HL-LHC sensitivity, including several
channels, some of which were not considered in previous projections: 2b2g , 2b2t , 4b, 2bWW, 2bZZ. Assuming the SM Higgs
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HIGGS BOSON EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY

CA Lee, HL/HE-LHC Jamboree, 1 March 2019

The EFT Approach: QGCs

• A useful way to look for the effects of new physics in a model-independent framework is to use an EFT description of 
the SM

• Define a scale of new physics !, and add higher-dimension operators to the SM Lagrangian:

• Dimension-8 operators are the lowest-dimension operators inducing only QGCs without TGC vertices: 18 
independent C,P conserving aQGC (dim 8) operators:

•

�17

S: Pure Higgs field, pure longitudinal 
M: Mixed Higgs-field-strength, mixed 

long-transverse 
T: Pure field-strength tensor, pure 

transverse

Allowed by SM
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Figure 4: Dijet invariant mass distributions for events passing all selection criteria of the signal region, for the default
(left) and optimised (right) event selections.
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2.16. The W
±
W

± scattering cross section (ATL-PHYS-PUB-2018-052)
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𝚲 define the scale of new physics

enhancement of vector boson  
cross sections

Moving beyond kappas.  
Precision measurements to search for BSM dynamics that 
can still have an impact at smaller energies via virtual effects  
→ Model independent  EFT framework

1.1.3 Treatment of systematic uncertainties
It is a significant challenge to predict the expected systematic uncertainties of physics results at the end
of HL-LHC running. It is reasonable to anticipate improvements to techniques of determining systematic
uncertainties over an additional decade of data-taking. To estimate the expected performance, experts in
the various physics objects and detector systems from ATLAS and CMS have looked at current limita-
tions to systematic uncertainties in detail to determine which contributions are limited by statistics and
where there are more fundamental limitations. Predictions were made taking into account the increased
integrated luminosity and expected potential gains in technique. These recommendations were then har-
monised between the experiments to take advantage of a wider array of expert opinions and to allow
the experiments to make sensitivity predictions on equal footing [16, 17]. For theorists’ contributions, a
simplified approach is often adopted, loosely inspired by the improvements predicted by experiments.

General guide-lining principles were defined in assessing the expected systematic uncertainties.
Theoretical uncertainties are assumed to be reduced by a factor of two with respect to the current knowl-
edge, thanks to both higher-order calculation as well as reduced parton distribution functions (PDF)
uncertainties [38]. All the uncertainties related to the limited number of simulated events are neglected,
under the assumption that sufficiently large simulation samples will be available by the time the HL-
LHC becomes operational. For all scenarios, the intrinsic statistical uncertainty in the measurement is
reduced by a factor 1/

p
L, where L is the projection integrated luminosity divided by that of the refer-

ence Run 2 analysis. Systematics driven by intrinsic detector limitations are left unchanged, or revised
according to detailed simulation studies of the upgraded detector. Uncertainties on methods are kept at
the same value as in the latest public results available, assuming that the harsher HL-LHC conditions
will be compensated by method improvements.

The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity of the data sample is expected to be reduced down to
1% by a better understanding of the calibration methods and their stability employed in its determination,
and making use of the new capabilities of the upgraded detectors.

In addition to the above scenario (often referred to as “YR18 systematics uncertainties” scenario),
results are often compared to the case where the current level of understanding of systematic uncertainties
is assumed (“Run 2 systematic uncertainties”) or to the case of statistical-only uncertainties.

1.2 Implications for beyond the Standard Model theories
1.2.1 Heavy new physics: precision tests and effective field theories
Precision measurements provide an important tool to search for heavy BSM dynamics, associated with
mass scales beyond the LHC direct energy reach, exploiting the fact that such dynamics can still have
an impact on processes at smaller energy, via virtual effects. In this context the well-established frame-
work of effective field theories (EFTs) allows to systematically parametrise BSM effects and how they
modify SM processes. Assuming lepton and baryon number conservation, the leading such effects can
be captured by dimension-6 operators,

Le↵ = LSM +
1

⇤
2

X

i

ciOi + · · · (1)

for dimensionless coefficients ci and, for simplicity, a common suppression scale ⇤. Table 1 proposes a
set of operators considered in this report. This set is redundant, in the sense that different combinations of
operators might lead to the same physical effect; moreover this set is not complete, in the sense that there
are more operators at dimension-6 level. In practical applications we will always be interested in iden-
tifying minimal (non-redundant) subsets of operators that contribute to a given process; we will also be
interested that these operators be complete, at least under some well motivated assumption. For instance,
the assumption that new physics only couples to the SM bosons, leads to the universal set of operators,
from the second panel in table 1. Alternatively, the minimal flavour violation assumption [39] provides
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HIGGS BOSON EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY

CA Lee, HL/HE-LHC Jamboree, 1 March 2019

The EFT Approach: QGCs

• A useful way to look for the effects of new physics in a model-independent framework is to use an EFT description of 
the SM

• Define a scale of new physics !, and add higher-dimension operators to the SM Lagrangian:

• Dimension-8 operators are the lowest-dimension operators inducing only QGCs without TGC vertices: 18 
independent C,P conserving aQGC (dim 8) operators:

•

�17

S: Pure Higgs field, pure longitudinal 
M: Mixed Higgs-field-strength, mixed 

long-transverse 
T: Pure field-strength tensor, pure 

transverse

Allowed by SM
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Figure 4: Dijet invariant mass distributions for events passing all selection criteria of the signal region, for the default
(left) and optimised (right) event selections.
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invariant mass (right) for events passing all selection criteria of the signal region, for the optimised event selection.
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2.16. The W
±
W

± scattering cross section (ATL-PHYS-PUB-2018-052)
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𝚲 define the scale of new physics

enhancement of vector boson  
cross sections
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Fig. 136: Marginalised 95% CL projected sensitivities for LHC, HL-LHC, HE-LHC, and combined
HL/HE-LHC in increasingly darker shades of red. The vertical axis gives the reach to the scale of new
physics divided by the dimensionless Wilson coefficient, in units of TeV.
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Fig. 137: 95% probability limits on the new physics interaction scale ⇤/
p

|Ci| [TeV ] (left axis) and
coefficients |Ci|/⇤

2 [TeV �2] (right axis) associated to each dimension-six operator from the global
fit to universal new physics at the HL-LHC (green bars, light and dark shades indicate the S1 and S2
assumptions for systematics, respectively). The limits are compared with the ones from current data (in
blue), as well as those obtained assuming only one operator at a time (dashed lines).
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1 operator at a time 

Higgs loop-induced DY HH

focus on the following non-redundant set of operators  

ZH WHTGC TGC Single Higgs 

fields in the form of higher-dimension (d > 4) local operators that preserve the SM gauge symmetry,
eq. (1). While using, e.g., the complete basis of dimension-six interactions presented in Ref. [41] one
can test new physics effects in a more general way (provided one has enough experimental inputs),
for the purpose of the fit presented in this Section we are interested only in those new physics effects
that arise in the context of the so-called universal theories [420, 781]. In the EFT framework universal
theories can be defined such that, via field re-definitions, all new physics effects can be captured by
operators involving SM bosons only. Note that this includes not only theories where the new particles
couple to the SM bosonic sector, but also scenarios where the interactions occur via the SM fermionic
currents. Therefore, this class of theories automatically satisfy minimal flavour violation, so the results
of the global fit to Higgs and electroweak data are not affected by the strong constraints set by flavour
measurements. Furthermore, we will assume only CP-preserving interactions. In particular, we will
focus on the following non-redundant set of operators, among those defined in Table 1108:

{OH , OHD, O6, OGG, OBB, OWW , OWB, OHB, OHW , O2B, O2W , O3W , Oy}. (172)

Of course, we note that the HL-LHC data allows to constrain EFT effects beyond the context of this class
of universal new physics, e.g. constraining independently Higgs couplings to different types of fermions,
or operators modifying the EW interactions in a non-universal way. Therefore, the results presented in
this section are to be understood not as an exhaustive exploration of the HL/HE-LHC capabilities, but as
the interpretation within a particularly broad and well-motivated class of scenarios of physic beyond the
SM.

The global fit of EWPO and Higgs data is performed using the HEPfit package [215], a general
tool to combine direct and indirect constraints on the SM and its extensions in any statistical framework.
The default fit procedure, which we use here, follows a Bayesian statistical approach and uses BAT
(Bayesian Analysis Toolkit) [782]. We use flat priors for all input parameters, and build the likelihood
assuming Gaussian distributions for all experimental measurements. The output of the fit is therefore
given as the posterior distributions for each input parameter and observable, calculated using a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo method.

For the results in this section we use the SMEFT class in HEPfit for the calculation of the
dimension-6 effects in EWPO and Higgs signal strengths. The EFT expressions for these physical ob-
servables are truncated consistently with the dimension-6 expansion of the SMEFT Lagrangian, retaining
only terms of order 1/⇤

2, i.e.

O = OSM +

X

i

ai
Ci

⇤
2 . (173)

For the SM prediction of all EWPO we include all available higher-order corrections, including the latest
theoretical developments in the calculation of radiative corrections to the EWPO of [783, 784]. On
the other hand, for the SM predictions of Higgs production cross sections and decay rates we use the
results quoted in [45] and in the current report. The new physics corrections to most Higgs production
cross sections are obtained using Madgraph, with our own implementation of the dimension-6 SMEFT
Lagrangian in a FeynRules UFO model, except for the corrections to the gluon-gluon fusion production
cross section that is computed analytically. The corrections to Higgs decay rates are also computed using
Madgraph, or analytically following the calculations presented in the eHdecay code.

One of the advantages of HEPfit is its modularity, allowing for an easy implementation of new
physics models or additional observables. Taking advantage of this, we have extended the fits to EWPO
plus Higgs signal strengths to include several of the studies presented in this report, and in particular those
presented in the di-Higgs or the High Energy probes sections. We provide details of the observables in
the fits for the HL-LHC or HE-LHC scenarios in what follows, before presenting our results.

108In principle, the physics at hadron colliders also allows to test the universal interactions O2G and O3G. Due to the absence
of HL-LHC projections for the relevant processes that can be used to constrain such operators, we do not include them in the
global fits presented here.
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Moving beyond kappas.  
Precision measurements to search for BSM dynamics that 
can still have an impact at smaller energies via virtual effects  
→ Model independent  EFT framework

1.1.3 Treatment of systematic uncertainties
It is a significant challenge to predict the expected systematic uncertainties of physics results at the end
of HL-LHC running. It is reasonable to anticipate improvements to techniques of determining systematic
uncertainties over an additional decade of data-taking. To estimate the expected performance, experts in
the various physics objects and detector systems from ATLAS and CMS have looked at current limita-
tions to systematic uncertainties in detail to determine which contributions are limited by statistics and
where there are more fundamental limitations. Predictions were made taking into account the increased
integrated luminosity and expected potential gains in technique. These recommendations were then har-
monised between the experiments to take advantage of a wider array of expert opinions and to allow
the experiments to make sensitivity predictions on equal footing [16, 17]. For theorists’ contributions, a
simplified approach is often adopted, loosely inspired by the improvements predicted by experiments.

General guide-lining principles were defined in assessing the expected systematic uncertainties.
Theoretical uncertainties are assumed to be reduced by a factor of two with respect to the current knowl-
edge, thanks to both higher-order calculation as well as reduced parton distribution functions (PDF)
uncertainties [38]. All the uncertainties related to the limited number of simulated events are neglected,
under the assumption that sufficiently large simulation samples will be available by the time the HL-
LHC becomes operational. For all scenarios, the intrinsic statistical uncertainty in the measurement is
reduced by a factor 1/

p
L, where L is the projection integrated luminosity divided by that of the refer-

ence Run 2 analysis. Systematics driven by intrinsic detector limitations are left unchanged, or revised
according to detailed simulation studies of the upgraded detector. Uncertainties on methods are kept at
the same value as in the latest public results available, assuming that the harsher HL-LHC conditions
will be compensated by method improvements.

The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity of the data sample is expected to be reduced down to
1% by a better understanding of the calibration methods and their stability employed in its determination,
and making use of the new capabilities of the upgraded detectors.

In addition to the above scenario (often referred to as “YR18 systematics uncertainties” scenario),
results are often compared to the case where the current level of understanding of systematic uncertainties
is assumed (“Run 2 systematic uncertainties”) or to the case of statistical-only uncertainties.

1.2 Implications for beyond the Standard Model theories
1.2.1 Heavy new physics: precision tests and effective field theories
Precision measurements provide an important tool to search for heavy BSM dynamics, associated with
mass scales beyond the LHC direct energy reach, exploiting the fact that such dynamics can still have
an impact on processes at smaller energy, via virtual effects. In this context the well-established frame-
work of effective field theories (EFTs) allows to systematically parametrise BSM effects and how they
modify SM processes. Assuming lepton and baryon number conservation, the leading such effects can
be captured by dimension-6 operators,

Le↵ = LSM +
1

⇤
2

X

i

ciOi + · · · (1)

for dimensionless coefficients ci and, for simplicity, a common suppression scale ⇤. Table 1 proposes a
set of operators considered in this report. This set is redundant, in the sense that different combinations of
operators might lead to the same physical effect; moreover this set is not complete, in the sense that there
are more operators at dimension-6 level. In practical applications we will always be interested in iden-
tifying minimal (non-redundant) subsets of operators that contribute to a given process; we will also be
interested that these operators be complete, at least under some well motivated assumption. For instance,
the assumption that new physics only couples to the SM bosons, leads to the universal set of operators,
from the second panel in table 1. Alternatively, the minimal flavour violation assumption [39] provides
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Essential in EWSB, need to measure the Higgs boson trilinear coupling (𝝺HHH) 

3

2 Phenomenology53

In the Standard Model (SM), after the EWSB, the Higgs potential can be written with the fol-
lowing formula:

V(h) =
1
2

m2
hh2 + lhhhvh3 +

1
4

lhhhhh4 (1)

which is a two parameter model. One of them is the Higgs boson vacuum expectation value
(v), determined by the Fermi constant (GF), v = (

p
2GF)�1/2 ' 246 GeV. The other is the Higgs

boson mass mh that is measured to be 125.09 ± 0.24 GeV in the most precise and recent results
combining the ATLAS and CMS Run-I 4` and gg final states [4]. In the SM, the trilinear Higgs
self-coupling, lhhh is not an independent parameter, but it is a function of v and mh:

lhhh ⌘ lSM
hhh =

m2
h

2v2 ' 0.129. (2)

At LHC lhhh is only accessible and can be measured in Higgs boson pair production, pp ! hh.54

The gluon fusion process is the dominant h pair production process and its cross section is55

about one order of magnitude larger than the second largest process which is vector boson fu-56

sion. Two diagrams are involved in the gg ! hh production (see Figure 1). In both diagrams

Ytg

g h

h

t
h

g

g h

h

t

λHHH SM LO diagrams

Yt

hhh

Figure 1: The Higgs boson pair production diagrams contributing to the gluon fusion process
at LO are shown.

57

(box and triangle) the h pair production is mediated by loops of heavy quarks which in the SM58

are mainly top quarks. Bottom quark loops contribute to the total cross section with less than59

1% at LO. The triangle and box diagrams interfere and the interference of the two amplitudes60

depend by the value of lhhh, providing a way to measure it. The gluon fusion process cross sec-61

tion is known at NNLO in QCD using the infinite top quark mass approximation and perform-62

ing the NNLL threshold resummation [5, 6]. The numerical value of the cross section for the63

LHC centre of mass energies of 13 TeV at mh = 125.09 GeV is sSM
hh (13TeV) = 37.9 fb +4.3

�6.0%(scale64

unc.) ±2.1%(PDF unc.) ±3.1%(PDF+aS unc.). It is calculated using the new PDF4LHC rec-65

ommendations for LHC Run-II [7] and the renormalisation and factorisation scales is equal to66

mhh/2.67

Due to the small cross sections decay channels in which one Higgs boson goes to bb should68

be chosen (BR(h !bb) = 0.577). The Table 1 shows some interested decay channels for the h69

pair production, their relative branching ratio, and the inclusive expected number of events at70

13 TeV for two benchmark integrate luminosity (L) scenari, 5 fb�1 and 300 fb�1. The symbol `71

refers to an electron or a muon.72

Phenomenological studies showed that the bbtt channel is one of the most promising, having73

a quite high BR (7.3%) and a relatively small contamination.74

Finally to be underline that many model of physics Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) predict a75

value of production cross section of Higgs boson pair production, shh, that significantly differs76

from SM prediction. In particular, shh can be enhanced for two reasons.77

H

H

H
H

HλHHH

σ(gg→HH) = 33.5 fb  
[@13 TeV, NNLO + NNLL with top mass effects]
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Fig. 89: Summary plot for the different expected constraints on the Higgs boson self-coupling � at
HL-LHC and at HE-LHC. The dashed lines correspond to uncertainties on the values, when any.
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PROBING THE HIGGS BOSON SELF-COUPLING
Single Higgs boson productions, decays, and 
kinematics are sensitive to the self-coupling 
through EW corrections 

Complements direct determination from HH 
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Probing the Higgs self-coupling at Run 2
• Single Higgs boson productions and decays as 

well as kinematics sensitive to the self-coupling 
through EW corrections

Marco Delmastro Higgs couplings and properties 22

VH ttH

propagator VBF

• Use inclusive rate for ggF ttH, parameterize VBF and 
VH cross-section in Stage 1 STXS as a function of κλ
ü Fixing all other couplings to SM within current 

experimental errors

• Excluding κλ = [-3.2,11.9] @ 95%CL
ü Comparable to limits from 36.1 fb-1 di-Higgs search

JHEP 12 (2016) 080 
EPJC 77 (2017) 887 

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2019-009
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Figure 6: The expected differential ttH + tH cross sections times branching ratio, along with
their respective uncertainties, in bins of pH

T . These are for the fiducial region of phase space
defined in the bottom left of the plot. The error bars on the black points include the statistical
uncertainty, the experimental systematic uncertainties and the theoretical uncertainties related
to the ggH and VH yields. The theoretical uncertainties in the inclusive ttH + tH cross section
and those effecting the shape of the ttH + tH pH

T spectrum, originating from the uncertainty in
the QCD scales, are shown by the shaded yellow regions. Contributions from the individual
hadronic and leptonic channels are shown in red and purple respectively. The cross section
for the pH

T = [350,•] GeV bin is scaled by the width of the previous bin. Additionally, the
expected differential ttH + tH cross sections for anomalous values of the Higgs boson self-
coupling (kl = 10 and kl = -5) are shown by the horizontal dashed lines.

3.8. Higgs boson self-coupling from differential t(t̄)H measurements (CMS-FTR-18-020)
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HIGGS BOSON INVISIBLE DECAY

5. Conclusion 7
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Figure 4: Distributions of Emiss
T and Hmiss

T in the signal region for the final selection, Mjj >

2500 GeV and Emiss
T > 190 GeV.
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3.11. Search for invisible Higgs decays in vector boson fusion (CMS-FTR-18-016)
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CMS Projection

~4%

VBF production

+ ATLAS projections for VH production ~8%

Assuming CMS/ATLAS 
perform equally well and 
neglecting correlations  

BRinv ︎HL-LHC ≤ 2.5%
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Fig. 115: Implications for the minimal Higgs portal model: Comparison of current (left figure) and
future HL-LHC (right figure) limits from invisible Higgs searches with limits from DM direct detection
experiments on the spin-independent DM-nucleon scattering cross section, �DM�nucleon, as a function
of the DM mass, MDM. The inferred limits from invisible Higgs searches are shown for scalar DM
(blue curve), fermion DM (red curve) and for vector DM (green curve). In addition we show present
limits (solid lines), favoured regions (filled areas) and future sensitivity (dashed lines) of the DM direct
detection experiments XENON10 [582], XENON100 [583], XENON1T [584], XENONNT [585], SUPER-
CDMS at SNOLAB [586], DAMA/LIBRA [587], CRESST [588], CDMS II [589] and COGENT [590]
(see legend). The grey area indicates regions inaccessible to DM direct detection experiments due to the
irreducible neutrino flux background [591].

with the masses of the physical states h and H given by

M2
h/H = ��v2

+ �Sv2
S ⌥

r⇣
��v2

� �Sv2
S

⌘2
+ (��SvvS)

2, (133)

and the mixing angle ↵ 2 [�
⇡
2 , ⇡

2 ] given by

tan 2↵ =
��Svvs

�Sv2
S � ��v2 . (134)

In contrast, X does not acquire a VEV. As a result X is stable and thus a possible DM candidate, with a
mass given by M2

X = µ2
X + �SXv2

S/2.
In this analysis, we assume MH = 125.09GeV, and Mh < MH . Furthermore, we discard the

quartic interaction term / �X in Eq. (131) as this operator is irrelevant for our study. With this, the
model can then be parametrised in terms of the following input quantities:

Mh, cos ↵, vS , MX , �SX . (135)

The couplings of the Higgs bosons h and H to SM gauge bosons and fermions are universally suppressed
by the mixing,

gh/gh,SM = cos ↵, gH/gH,SM = sin ↵. (136)

If the DM scalar X is light enough the portal coupling �SX gives rise to decays of the Higgs bosons h
and H to the invisible XX final state. The partial decay widths are given by

�(h ! XX) = sin
2 ↵ · �XX(Mh),

�(H ! XX) = cos
2 ↵ · �XX(MH),

with �XX(M) =
�2

SXv2
S

32⇡M

s

1 �
4M2

X

M2 . (137)
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Table 78: Comparison of prospective 95% C.L. limits on the Higgs signal strength for SM final states,
2

(1 � BRinv), and the invisible Higgs decay rate, BRinv (assuming SM Higgs couplings,  = 1), for
HL-LHC scenarios S1 and S2, LHeC, and the combination of LHeC and HL-LHC (assuming scenario
S2). First (second) row shows the results obtained in the fit parametrisation (i) [(ii)].

fit setup quantity HL-LHC S1 HL-LHC S2 LHeC LHeC � HL-LHC S2

(, BRinv)
2

(1 � BRinv) � 0.933 � 0.958 � 0.959 � 0.967

BRinv ( ⌘ 1)  6.7%  4.2%  4.1%  3.3%

(, g, � , BRinv)
2

(1 � BRinv) � 0.930 � 0.954 � 0.959 � 0.966

BRinv ( ⌘ 1)  7.0%  4.6%  4.1%  3.4%

At the LHeC the prospective indirect Higgs rate constraints are comparable to the HL-LHC S2
prospects, reaching a precision of � . (2.1 � 2.3)% independently of the invisible Higgs decay rate,
in both fit parametrisations considered here.88 On the other hand, the direct invisible Higgs searches at
the LHeC are weaker than at the HL-LHC. In combination with the HL-LHC (assuming future scenario
S2), the bounds from the Higgs rates can further be improved to coupling deviations of � . 1.7%.

Compared with the sensitivity of Higgs rate measurements during Run 1 of the LHC [144] to the
invisible decay rate, BRinv . O(20%) (at 95% C.L.), we find that the sensitivity improves by roughly
a factor of 3–5 at the HL-LHC (depending on the evolution of systematic uncertainties). In combination
with LHeC results we expect the indirect limit to improve by a factor of up to 6.

6.3 Higgs portal interpretations
6.3.1 Minimal Higgs Portal
In the minimal Higgs portal model, we impose a quartic interaction of the SM Higgs doublet field H
with the DM field, which could be either a scalar (S) [572], a vector (V µ) [573] or a fermion (�) [574]
(see Refs. [575, 576] for a comprehensive overview):

L � �
1
4�hSSH†HS2

(scalar DM) or (127)

L � +
1
4�hV V H†HVµV µ

(vector DM) or (128)

L � �
1
4

�h��

⇤ H†H�̄� (fermion DM), (129)

respectively. Besides these operators the Lagrangian contains an explicit mass term of the DM field,
allowing us to use the mass of the DM particle, MDM, as a free model parameter. In addition, the
Lagrangian L contains DM self-interaction operators, however, these are irrelevant to our study.

If DM is light, MDM < MH/2 ' 62.5GeV, the above interactions lead to the invisible Higgs
decay into two DM particles. An upper limit on BRinv can therefore be translated into an upper limit on
the portal coupling � of above operators, Eqs. (127)-(129), depending on MDM. At the same time, the
portal coupling � governs the DM phenomenology. For DM masses MDM . MH/2 the relic abundance
of the DM particles is driven by the s-channel annihilation through the exchange of the Higgs boson.89

As the DM–nucleon elastic scattering amplitudes are directly proportional to the portal coupling [575],
it can be additionally constrained by DM direct detection experiments. These are sensitive to the elastic
scattering of the DM particles with nuclei, mediated by the Higgs boson. Hence, in turn, the upper limit
on � can be translated into an upper limit on the (spin-independent) DM-nucleon scattering cross section,
�DM�nucleon (see Refs. [575, 576]).

88The complementarity of LHeC and HL-LHC Higgs rate measurements is much stronger in more general coupling fit setups,
e.g., when independent scale factors for the Higgs-W -W and Higgs-Z-Z couplings are considered [564].

89Assuming a standard cosmological history and thermal freeze-out dark matter, the minimal Higgs portal scenario with light
DM is tightly constrained, with only a narrow mass range around MDM ' MH/2 being allowed. However, this can be relaxed
in alternative cosmological scenarios and DM production mechanisms, see e.g. Refs. [577, 578, 579].
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Invisible decays are a generic prediction of NP models with light dark matter. The invisible 
branching ratio in the SM is very small (0.1%) so any observable rate would be evidence for BSM 
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Figure 3. Left: Projected combined HL-LHC sensitivity to Higgs trilinear coupling from direct search channels. Right:
sensitivity to BSM Higgs bosons, in the H/A ! tt channel. From Ref. [2].

self-coupling l , ATLAS and CMS project a sensitivity to the HH signal of approximately 3 s.d. per experiment, leading to
a combined observation sensitivity of 4 s.d. These analyses, which make use also of the HH mass spectrum shape, result in
the likelihood profile as a function of kl shown in Fig. 3 (left). An important feature of these analyses is the presence of the
secondary minimum in the likelihood lineshape, due to the degeneracy in the total number of HH signal events for different kl
values. We note that at the HL-LHC the secondary minimum can be excluded at 99.4% CL, with a constraint on the Higgs
self-coupling of 0.5 < kl < 1.5 at the 68% CL. The results on HH production studies are statistics limited, therefore a dataset
of at least 6 ab�1 (ATLAS and CMS combined) is essential to achieve this objective.

Higgs studies at HL-LHC will enhance the sensitivity to BSM physics, exploiting indirect probes via precision measurements,
and a multitude of direct search targets, ranging from exotic decays of the 125 GeV Higgs boson (e.g. decays including light
scalars, light dark photons or axion-like particles, and decays to long-lived BSM particles) to the production of new Higgs
bosons, neutral and charged, at masses above or below 125 GeV. As an example, Fig. 3 (right) shows a summary of the MSSM
regions of parameter space that will be probed by ATLAS and CMS. The expected exclusion limit for H/A ! tt is presented
in black-dashed and compared to the present limit (in red and green for ATLAS and CMS, respectively). The HL-LHC will
have access to new Higgs bosons as heavy as 2.5 TeV for tanb > 50. In the figure, we also present the expected bound coming
from Higgs precision coupling measurements which excludes Higgs bosons with masses lower than approximately 1 TeV over
a large range of tanb .

Precision measurements provide an important tool to search for BSM physics associated to mass scales beyond the LHC
direct reach. The EFT framework, where the SM Lagrangian is supplemented with dimension-6 operators Âi ciO

(6)
i

/L2, allows
one to systematically parametrise BSM effects and how they modify SM processes. Figure 2 (right) shows the results of a global
fit to observables in Higgs physics, as well as diboson and Drell-Yan processes at high energy. The fit includes all operators
generated by new physics that only couples to SM bosons. These operators can either modify SM amplitudes, or generate new
amplitudes. In the former case, the best LHC probes are, for example, precision measurements of Higgs branching ratios. In the
case of the operator OH , for example, the constraints in Fig. 2 (right) translate into a sensitivity to the Higgs compositeness
scale f > 1.6 TeV, corresponding to a new physics mass scale of 20 TeV for an underlying strongly coupled theory. The effects
associated with some new amplitudes grow quadratically with the energy. For example, Drell-Yan production at large mass can
access, via the operators O2W,2B, energy scales of order 12 TeV (Fig. 2).

2.1 Production of multiple EW gauge bosons
The measurement of production of pairs or triplets of EW gauge boson will be of great importance to test the mechanism of EW
symmetry breaking, since it can signal the presence of anomalous EW couplings, and of new physics at energy scales beyond
the reach of direct resonance production. First observations of EW multiboson interactions have recently been achieved in
vector boson scattering (VBS) of WW and WZ and we expect a fuller picture to be accessible at HL-LHC, by statistics, but also
through improved detector instrumentation and acceptance in the forward direction. Table 1 summarizes the expected SM yields,
quoting the expected precision and significance for several HL-LHC measurements. In particular, the extraction of individual
polarization contributions to same-sign WW scattering will yield a > 3 s.d. evidence for WLWL production, combining ATLAS
and CMS results.

3

The expected exclusion limit for H/A→ττ 
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Fig. 182: Parameter space of the singlet Higgs as a function of m� and sin
2 �. See text for details.

This is explicitly realised in Twin Higgs scenarios where �S ' �HS and � ⇠
v
f (see Refs [809, 958]).

The phenomenology of the singlet and the SM-like Higgs can be summarised as follows:

ghV V,ff̄

gSM
hV V,ff̄

= cos
2 � , (208)

�� = sin
2 � · �h(m�) , (209)

BR�!ff̄ ,V V = BRh!ff̄ ,V V (1 � BR�!hh ) , (210)

where ghV V /gSM
hV V and ghff̄/gSM

hff̄ refer to the couplings of the SM-like Higgs to SM vectors and
fermions, respectively, normalised to the SM prediction. The couplings of the SM-like Higgs in Eq.
(208) are reduced by an overall factor, leading to a reduced production cross section in every channel but
unchanged branching ratios. The production cross section of the heavy singlet �� in Eq. (209) is the one
of the SM Higgs boson at mass m� rescaled by the mixing angle. The branching ratios of the singlet into
SM gauge bosons in Eq. (210) are rescaled by a common factor depending on the branching ratio into
hh. The latter is model dependent but in the limit m� � mW an approximate SO(4) symmetry dictates
BR�!hh ' BR�!ZZ ' BR�!WW /2.

We summarise in Fig. 182 the relative strength of existing and future di-boson and di-Higgs
searches at the LHC [867, 946, 947, 948], as well as constraints coming from the precision measure-
ment of Higgs couplings (taking for definiteness the values in [959]).

We now want to add to the setup in Eq. (205) the reach of present and future displaced searches.
We consider the singlet S to be a portal to a generic dark sector. In this case the singlet S can decay
abundantly to a pair of approximately long lived dark states without suppressing the signal rate. A simple
example motivated by Twin Higgs constructions [812] and Hidden Valley models [960, 961]) is

Ldisplaced = �
aSX

2
SX2

�
bSX

2
S2X �

�SX

4
S2X2

�
�SX

4
|H|

2X2
�

m2
X

2
X2 , (211)

where the extra dark singlet scalar daughter X is odd under an approximate Z2-symmetry like S and
aSX ' bSX ' 0. For mS > 2mX the singlet S will decay into pairs of scalar daughters with a width
�displaced =

�
2

SXf
2

8⇡mS
which is now independent of the mixing in Eq. (207). The width of X into SM
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LONG LIVED PARTICLE
8 lhc llp community

detector or muon spectrometer; and disappearing, appearing, and
kinked tracks.

9

so where do we start?

24 April 2017Heather Russell, McGill University

displaced leptons, 
lepton-jets, or 
lepton pairs

displaced 
multitrack vertices

multitrack vertices in the 
muon spectrometer

quasi-stable 
charged particles

trackless, 
low-EMF jets

emerging jets

non-pointing 
(converted) photons

disappearing or 
kinked tracks

Figure 1.2: Schematic of the variety of challenging, atypical experi-
mental signatures that can result from BSM LLPs in the detectors at
the LHC. Shown is a cross-sectional plane in azimuthal angle, f, of
a general purpose detector such as ATLAS or CMS. From Ref. [3].

Because the long-lived particles of the SM have masses . 5 GeV
and have well-understood experimental signatures, the unusual sig-
natures of BSM LLPs offer excellent prospects for the discovery of
new physics at particle colliders. At the same time, standard recon-
struction algorithms may reject events or objects containing LLPs
precisely because of their unusual nature, and dedicated searches
are needed to uncover LLP signals. These atypical signatures can
also resemble noise, pile-up, or mis-reconstructed objects in the de-
tector; due to the rarity of such mis-reconstructions, Monte Carlo
(MC) simulations may not accurately model backgrounds for LLP
searches, and dedicated methods are needed to do so.

Although small compared to the large number of searches for
prompt decays of new particles, many searches for LLPs at the
ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb experiments at the Large Hadron Col-
lider (LHC) have already been performed; we refer the reader to
Chapter 3 for descriptions of and references to these searches. Ex-
isting LLP searches have necessitated the development of novel
methods for identifying signals of LLPs, and measuring and sup-
pressing the relevant backgrounds. Indeed, in several scenarios
searches for LLPs have sensitivities that greatly exceed the search
for similar, promptly decaying new particles (as is true, for ex-
ample, for directly produced staus in supersymmetry [4]). The
excellent sensitivity of these searches, together with the lack of a
definitive signal in any prompt channels at the LHC, have focused
attention on other types of LLP signatures that are not currently
covered. These include low-mass LLPs that do not pass trigger or
selection thresholds of current searches, high multiplicities of LLPs

LLPs physiology 

searching for long-lived particles beyond the standard model at the large hadron
collider 115

example, the low threshold of the single jet would require timing
information at early levels of the trigger, and out-of-time back-
grounds could also reduce the gains from timing information. Nev-
ertheless, this high-level theory analysis provides an inspiration to
the experimental collaborations to perform more detailed, internal
studies that will ultimately determine how realistic the projections
are.

In general, the prospect of improvements in LLP searches at the
HL-LHC due to precision timing upgrades for CMS (and ATLAS)
remains understudied, and deserves more comprehensive exper-
imental and phenomenological studies, including understanding
and reducing out-of-time backgrounds.

h → X X, X → j j
MS(30ps), Δt>0.4ns
MS(200ps), Δt>1ns
MTD(30ps), Δt>1ns
MS2DV, noBKG
MS1DV, optimistic

BRinv
h <3.5%
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B
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X
X
)

Precision Timing Enhanced Search Limit (HL-LHC)

Figure 5.27: Theory projection from Ref. [357] of the 95% C.L. limit
on BR(h ! XX), where X is an LLP, for the production of pp ! jh
with the subsequent decay of h ! XX and X ! jj subject to as-
sumptions in the text (one ISR jet with pT,j > 30 GeV and |hj| < 2.5,
and at least one LLP inside the detector). Different colors indicate
different masses of the particle X. The thick, long-dashed lines indi-
cate searches with the CMS MTD plus the timing requirements. The
thick solid and dotted lines indicate searches with a hypothetical
timing layer outside the ATLAS muon spectrometer plus timing
requirements. The numbers in parentheses are the assumed timing
resolutions. This provides motivation to see whether these gains
can be realized by studies from within the collaborations.

5.1.3.8 LLP Searches with a Level-1 Track Trigger in CMS

As discussed in Section 5.1.1, a central feature of the CMS upgrade
at the HL-LHC will be a new silicon outer tracker which allows
track reconstruction for every LHC bunch crossing (at a rate of
40 MHz). The pT selection for stubs (hit pairs in the pT modules of
the outer tracker) to be read out is determined by the bandwidth
from the detector to the back end electronics, and is fixed at about

In addition to the significant expansion of expected luminosity, new detector upgrades will 
enable searches in the long-lived particle regime.  

pp→h+j, h→X+X, X→SM

Searches for New Physics
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THE DARK SECTOR 
In our world, a Dark Sector could allow for long-range forces among its matter constituents 

(a) (b)

Search for long-lived dark photons (𝛾D) 
that are produced in cascade decays of 
the SM Higgs boson  

5. Event simulation 3

is shown in Fig. 2. For dark photon masses close to masses of hadronic resonances such as r,
w, f and r0, the branching ratio to leptons is reduced. Narrow hadronic resonances (e.g. U, J/y
and y(2S)) are not considered. Hence, in the vicinity of these narrow hadronic resonances in
the range of the order of their natural widths, the analysis does not claim any sensitivity. For
m(gD) > 5 GeV, the branching ratio to muons stays constant around 15% as shown in Fig. 2.
In addition to muons, the final state contains missing transverse momentum (p

miss
T ) originating

from the dark neutralino in the n1 ! nD + gD decay.
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Figure 2: Branching ratio of dark photons to muons. The branching ratio calculations include
the impact of hadronic resonances, such as r, w, f and r0, as well as other leptonic decay modes
of the dark photon. Narrow hadronic resonances (e.g. U, J/y and y(2S)), which are shown as
gray areas, do not enter the branching ratio calculations.

5 Event simulation
The dark photon signal and the quantum chromodynamics (QCD) multijet background are
both simulated with PYTHIA 8.212 [12, 13] at leading order. The Drell-Yan (DY) background is
simulated with MADGRAPH5 aMC@NLO [14] and the tt background with POWHEG 2.0 [15–17],
both with next-to-leading order cross sections. For hadronization, PYTHIA 8.212 is used with
the underlying event tune CUETP8M1 [18]. The generated events are processed through a full
simulation of the CMS Phase-2 detector based on GEANT4 [19].

Pileup interactions for the ”PU200” scenario, with an average of 200 interactions per bunch
crossing corresponding to expectations for the HL-LHC, are included in the simulation by
overlaying additional simulated minimum bias events. Samples with no pileup and the CMS
Phase-2 detector geometry are used to study effects from pileup. Beam halo muons are in-
cluded in the simulation with the rate expected at HL. In addition, samples obtained with the
Phase-1 detector performance are considered.

9. Results 9

upper limits at 95% confidence level (CL) are obtained on a signal event yield with respect to
the one expected for the considered model. We use the Bayesian method with a uniform prior
for the signal event rate. The nuisance parameters associated with the systematic uncertainties
are modeled with log-normal distributions. In presence of the expected signal, significance of
the corresponding event excess over the expected background is assessed using the likelihood
method.

The resulting limits for the Dark SUSY models are depicted in Fig. 7. While the results shown
in Fig. 7 (a) are for a dark photon with a decay length of 1 m as a function of the dark photon
mass, Fig. 7 (b) shows the results for a dark photon mass of 20 GeV as a function of the decay
length.
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Figure 7: 95% CL upper limits on production cross section s/stheory for various dark pho-
ton mass hypotheses and a fixed decay length of ct = 1000 mm (a) and a fixed mass of
MgD

= 20 GeV as a function of the dark photon decay length (b). Green and yellow shaded
bands show the one and two sigma range of variation of the expected 95% CL limits, respec-
tively. Phase-2 results with 3000 fb�1 (red) are compared to results obtained with 300 fb�1

(violet) of integrated luminosity, which corresponds to the end of Phase-1 data taking. Another
median of an excluded limit is shown here which represents the scenario with the reduced stan-
dalone reconstruction efficiency with 3000 fb�1 (black) of integrated luminosity. Additionally,
Phase-2 results with 3000 fb�1 are determined without any systematic uncertainties (blue). The
theoretical Dark SUSY cross section for 14 TeV is shown as a solid line. The gray lines indicate
the regions of narrow hadronic resonances where the analysis does not claim any sensitivity
(see Fig. 2).

Another presentation of the limits can be done in a parameter scan of the two-dimensional e �
mgD

plane. The closed area in Fig. 8 (b) shows the excluded region along with the region of dis-
covery of dark photons compared to existing results (Fig. 8 (a)). Besides the searches at the LHC
provided by ATLAS [27] and CMS [28] at a center-of-mass energy of

p
s = 8(13) TeV, there are

constraints from low-energy electron-positron colliders (KLOE [29], BaBar [30]), heavy ion col-
liders (PHENIX [31]) as well as from cosmological observations [32].

Searches for New Physics
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OUTLOOK AND CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of the LHC Run1 and Run2 datasets (<5% of the final HL-LHC integrate luminosity) 
confirmed the immense physics potential of LHC.  

The LHC and HL-LHC potentials will push the reach for precision and sensitivity well 
beyond what was originally assumed possible.  
A broad physics program is planned and the Higgs boson, that is ‘really” new physics, is 
the star of such program.  
We will have access to the rarest phenomena leading to measurements of hitherto 
unanticipated precision. 


